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Sunday, June 30, 2019
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Good morning to you all,
It is a bit overcast outside this morning, though I think we were meant to be expecting heavy
rain & thunder storms through the night, though neither materialised?
As far as the gallery is concerned I had a slow start to the month, but then had a productive
couple of weeks so quite a lot got done in the end, & the files are full to bursting too, so a
pretty balanced month.
I generally select which designs I am going to upload in the coming week on a Sunday
morning ready to preview them in the newsletter, but after I finished the update yesterday I
got everything ready for this morning. Don’t know why I bothered however as I have swapped
most of those out!
Image 1: The Simple paper collection has easily another couple of weeks to run; I tend to keep
them restricted to 28 sheets but somehow lost track when designing this one!
Image 2: I haven’t uploaded anything new to the card kit page for a while so picked out this
one from the Country Cottage Chic file this morning.
Image 3: These gorgeous depictions of owls were amongst the British birds’ resource images I
bought recently, & they are just too gorgeous for words! So I created a design set with them,
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using one of the recent paper collections as the backing papers, toning those to match up
with each individual image. So there are four beautiful images each with an accompanying
background paper & all in the same download.
Image 4: One of the fold & tuck boxes I worked up templates for recently, there are two
different one’s so far, but I think I might end up doing more? There is no glue or adhesive
involved in the box itself & they fold flat so you can make them ahead of time & store them
until you need them.
Image 5: The final oval decoupage design inspired by the George Barbier pictures, though
there are five regular decoupages left in the file, which I will be uploading before moving on
to another of the large files of work I have created.
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Image 7: Another little template for you now that came about when I watched a video on a
similar one using Origami, but when I made that one it seemed to bulky so I came up with
this template to reduce that bulk.
Image 8: The fourth oval decoupage sheet from the British bird resource images, I had
planned on finishing off the George Barbier stuff before beginning to upload these, but
impatience got the better of me!
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Image 9: A quick set of 10 background papers which all have the same designs, but are
designed in an array of colours & they are in one downloadable file, to make it easy for you.
Image 10: The bonus sheet for this morning are this bunch of framed traditional Christmas
images, I was thinking that nearer the time you could let the kids loose with these as they
are simple lines to cut out?
Catch up with you all later in the day for the update as usual.
Rita x

